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Sound Heart
3rd March 2019

Introduction
Surah As-Shura
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•

Surah Ash Shura is about eloquence in speech while spreading the knowledge. The effect of the
quran is more powerful than any powerful speech in the world. We cannot have a sound heart
if we are not exposed to the Quran. At a minimum we need to listen to the Quran. The Quran
brings us back to the right mindset. The Quran guides us to the best. Allah will not look at our
appearance but He will look how healthy, sound and pure is our heart. Surah Ash Shura tells
about the value of the Sound heart

•

In the above verses we are told nothing can give us the satisfaction other than attaching to Allah.
Ibrahim told his people not to attach to idols but they said they saw their forefathers do the
same. The people rejected the message of Ibrahim A.S and he proclaimed that they are his
enemies expect for His lord who is the lord of all the worlds. He explained to his people about

who is the Lord of the worlds i.e. the one who nurtures, protects, provides provision and the
one who will cure when one is sick and He is the one to resurrect after death. Ibrahim A.S then
said he hopes Allah will forgive his sins on the Day of Judgement. He then said He hopes that
Allah guides him to follow the righteous people. He also wished to have good and truthful
reputation in the generations to come. He wants to work in this life according to what is pleasing
to Allah. Ibrahim A.S then wishes for the gardens of Paradise. He asked Allah to not disappoint
him on the day of resurrection when no wealth and children will benefit. The only thing that will
benefit a person is a sound heart.
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•

We need Allah more than anyone else in this life.

•

Allah reforms us in this life in order for us to have a pure and good heart in order for us to
enter Paradise.

•

In life majority of the people are facing lots of problems and they are always complaining. This
is because they are not taking care of their heart. The struggles we face make our hearts sick.
But knowing Allah gives us so much positivity. We need to feel that tomorrow will be better
than today. The thing that makes us sad in this life is not people but it is our sins. We love to
blame the others but we don’t want to work on ourselves. When we deal with people by our
limbs but our heart is attached to Allah then this is the best nourishment for our souls. Our
souls and heart need food and nourishment and they need to be the most beautiful parts in our
body.

•

The pure heart is something that everyone needs. Allah will look at our heart.

•

When the heart gets sick then its disables to perform its purpose. Our heart was made only for
Allah.

•

Our heart is the king and it all the limbs (eyes, ears, hands and feet) in our body that are the
soldiers. When the heart is strong the limbs are strong and similarly when the heart is weak
then the limbs are weak. The tongue is the representative / spokesman for the heart and it
reveals what is in the heart. The purpose of the heart and the limbs and the body and soul is to
worship Allah

•

The real pleasure is knowing Allah and to feel the closeness and nearness to Him. When our
heart is sick then we are disabled to enjoy the most beautiful thing in life.

•

There is no pleasure more delightful than knowing closeness to Allah as this gives peace and
tranquility.

•

If we taste every type of pleasure in this life it is not close to the pleasure of faith. The delights
and pleasures of the Duniya are not lasting but the taste of faith is long lasting. When the heart
is cluttered then we are not able to taste the faith. We need to filter everything in order to
protect our heart. Two people can face the same situation but the one who has tasted the
delights of faith will not feel any pleasures or the problems of this life.

•

A sound heart is only possible by knowing Allah by his names and attributes. When a person
ignores the sicknesses of the heart then the heart becomes weaker and weaker till it dies. So if
one feels his heart is dead and he cannot feel anything then knowing Allah by His names can
bring life to the dead heart.

•

Knowing names of Allah also cures the sicknesses of the heart. We cannot resist the impact of
knowing Allah. It makes the dead heart alive and it cures the sick heart.

•

In this course we will talk about the sound heart and how it solves certain issues. We will study
about the sicknesses of the heart and how to solve it knowing the names of Allah.

Sickness of the heart: Mockery
•

People think making fun is okay but it is actually a sickness that has negative effects.

•

Nowadays people make fun of each and everything and they feel it is very cool

Side effects of Mockery
1. When you make fun of people you are cutting ties with them
2. Making fun prevents the person from listening to the truth because everything is taken as a
joke. It makes people very shallow. .Everything that we see, hear and say affects our heart
therefore we must only see, hear and say good things.
3. Allah’s anger and wrath will be upon those who mock. This is because our life is precious
therefore we can’t waste our life making fun of others.

Reasons why people mock ?
1. Insecurity
2. To gain attention
3. Undermine the person who is made fun of
4. Weakness
5. Arrogance
6. Lack of knowledge
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7. In defense
8. Jealousy
Mostly people make fun due to arrogance and jealousy.

Impacts of Mockery
1. Those who mock are making fun of a person and in the process they are dishonoring him.
The Prophet said its enough for the person to disgrace anyone, such a person will do anything
after than
2. Sometimes we are not the ones mocking but are being mocked at and this causes us to be sick
as well. We need to be strong and resist it by knowing the names of Allah
3. Being mocked at leads to feelings of despression, humiliation and lowliness.

Cure to attain a good heart
1. It is not possible to attain honor with your hand or tongue. A person can attain honor without
any movement by having a heart that feels and reach to Allah. Allah Al Aziz will overcome any
problems and issues that we are facing in this life
2. We all want honor and we need to belief that honor is from Allah because He is Al-Aziz

Names of Allah: Al Aziz
Surah Al Jinn Ayah 12
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•

In this Ayah, the Jinn are saying they cannot resist the power of Allah.

•

There is no one who can resist Allah. No one can harm the reputation of Allah. Allah Al Aziz
is the most strong and dominating.

•

No one can resemble Allah in any manner as we are told in Surah As-Shura Ayah 11

Surah Al e Imran Ayah 26

•

Allah is the owner of the dominion and he will give the dominion to whomever He wills and
He is the owner of honor and He gives it to whomever He wills. Allah will deal with us
according to how much we believe in Him.

•

We should not seek honor in clothes, money or in the opinion of people. People change from
love to hate and from hate to love. We need to seek honor from Allah alone.

•

When Allah gives us the honor than no one can resist to not honor you.

Surah Al Fatir Ayah 10
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•

When someone wants honor, he should know that it belongs to Allah

•

People make a mistake of attaching themselves with other people in position. They don’t know
it is actually humiliation. It is only when we believe in Allah then we get the real honor.

•

Islam gives us honor because we do not get honor by money or clothes but by obeying Allah’s
commands.

Surah Al e Imran Ayah 103

•

Allah is the All mighty. There is no vision or eyes that can grasp Allah. He is irresistible and no
one can capture His beauty, might and power

•

When we know Allah Al Aziz we have the real honor.

Value: Honor
Surah Al Munafiqoon Ayah 8

•
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People think they are the ones putting someone up and down. Actually the honor belongs to
Allah, His messenger ﺻﻠﻰ ﷲ ﻋﻠﯿﮫ وﺳﻠﻢ. and the believers

How do we have honor ?
•

We need to:
1. know Allah
2. know the religion of Islam
3. know the Prophet ﺻﻠﻰ ﷲ ﻋﻠﯿﮫ وﺳﻠﻢ
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•

We can have honor when we have faith with certainty and we follow the Prophet ﺻﻠﻰ ﷲ ﻋﻠﯿﮫ
وﺳﻠﻢ

•

We have honor when we pardon the people and humble ourselves to others.

